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What the past few

months of TikTok trends
teach us about marketing
to Gen Z
Article

Following TikTok trends is vital for staying relevant when working with influencers, creating

content on owned channels, or developing paid social ads. But trending content on the
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platform also reveals greater patterns of what works (and what doesn’t) with Gen Zers, 71.1%

of whom will be on TikTok next year, according to our May 2023 forecast.

Here are some recent TikTok trends and the lessons we can learn.

1. Authenticity, authenticity, authenticity

The trend: The “no makeup makeup look” has over 200 million views on TikTok. The trend

revolved around light coverage makeup, rejecting the heavier looks that were popular over

the past few years. Videos show TikTokers demonstrating their minimalist makeup routines

and displaying the products they’re using.

The takeaway: If there is one takeaway to glean from Gen Zers’ TikTok habits, it’s that they

prioritize authenticity. Not only does this trend emphasize low maintenance makeup, it shows

the honesty behind achieving the look.

Makeup and skincare brands can capitalize on the trend to sell products, as Sephora and

Bobbi Brown have done. But this trend extends beyond beauty—any brand can lean into

authenticity on the platform by working with the right creators.

2. Less is more

The trend: Unpolished, lo-fi content works better on TikTok than the heavily curated photos

and images popularized on Instagram. This is emphasized by one creator’s viral video, which

jokes about how low-e�ort videos from brands like Burger King can be to get views.

The takeaway: Don’t overproduce content. Gen Z isn’t looking for high-budget displays of

audiovisual innovation from brands. Especially on social media, content that is quick, reactive,

and simple can take o� with Gen Z. This pivot away from less engineered content is why a

TikTok from the actual Burger King account features a quick drawing of a banana with a

voiceover.

3. Reality check

The trend: One of the weirder recent viral trends on TikTok right now features slideshows of

seemingly AI-generated memes that are absolute nonsense. “AI generated meme” has 1.6

https://www.tiktok.com/discover/no-makeup-makeup-look?lang=en
https://www.tiktok.com/@apj.bella/video/7298061755958168865?lang=en
https://www.sephora.com/beauty/no-makeup-makeup
https://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/how-to-get-the-no-makeup-makeup-look
https://www.tiktok.com/@thisguyabdullah/video/7299549548999920901
https://www.tiktok.com/@burgerking/video/7268022786776452395?lang=en
https://www.tiktok.com/@pocaitul79/video/7298358567101386016?_d=secCgYIASAHKAESPgo8%2B1hrbkngEXoEH95Gt%2FkvuNjIVWErPyJhSCgmhWlpQdOX0sYcN55q99KXOZ%2F8Fzsx5Fdj6qNKYqqYDeNtGgA%3D&_r=1&checksum=d1fe86a0489a9acf727db49e9e34d3fa88318db35c79bea133b368dba23b9529&preview_pb=0&sec_user_id=MS4wLjABAAAAWqbFu_imXSA1HkmCMG36-CUuzWOeMl41pOdfJmeyeehQXn7UheaaewTCqB4Mk7of&share_app_id=1233&share_item_id=7298358567101386016&share_link_id=42A3F507-C4B1-46FE-8C7D-4D36A198DE81&sharer_language=en&social_share_type=14&source=h5_m&timestamp=1700241521&tt_from=copy&u_code=dlc8g4g2bhbm68&ug_btm=b0%2Cb2001&user_id=7024474133966685189&utm_campaign=client_share&utm_medium=ios&utm_source=copy
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billion views on TikTok. AI has had a place in meme creation for a long time, but these images

don’t make sense because there is no sense to be made of them.

The takeaway: Gen Zers are both embracing and rejecting generative AI. They accept the

tech as an inevitability and are comfortable with using it, but they’re not exactly taking

generative AI seriously. Leaning into generative AI to the point of absurdity is a way for Gen

Zers to reclaim the spiraling tech innovations defining their generation.

For brands, this means AI can be a useful gimmick in creative campaigns, like The Coca-Cola

Co.’s “Create Real Magic” AI art contest. It also means that brands shouldn’t shy away from

absurdity when reaching Gen Z. Whimsy in advertising can pay o�, like it has with MSCHF and

Crocs viral boot collaboration.

4. Price matters

The trend: The quest for dupes (cheaper alternatives to expensive products) may be an older

trend on TikTok, but it’s a lasting one. “#Dupes” has 3.5 billion views on TikTok.

The takeaway: Gen Z wants quality products at lower prices. Any way brands can

communicate that they are delivering value could push Gen Zers to purchase, be that with

discounts, free shipping, or exclusive o�ers.

This was originally featured in the eMarketer Daily newsletter. For more marketing insights,

statistics, and trends, subscribe here.

https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/cultures/ai-art
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2023/03/20/coke-launches-create-real-magic-ai-art-contest-using-gpt-4-and-dall-e
https://www.complex.com/sneakers/a/riley-jones/first-look-at-the-mschf-x-crocs-big-yellow-boot
https://www.tiktok.com/tag/dupes?lang=en
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/newsletters

